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To be modern one must have one room, or at least some corner, that is distinctly "new;" and sun rooms, living rooms, and in fact all rooms, are becoming "Rooms of Beauty" with Warren McArthur Aluminum Furniture.

You will be delighted with its soft satin silver finish, which is a permanent one. Beautiful in itself, it is treated with an exclusive, patented anodic system which is literally a coat of armor. Use it any place—indoors or out. Scratches, tarnish and weather have no effect on it at all—it stays as lovely as the day you bought it, even requiring no polish. Every piece of upholstered furniture is luxuriously comfortable, and whether bridge chair or large davenport—you will like it. And you will like the stunning coverings—brilliant plaids or plain colors in every shade imaginable—blocked linens, home-spuns, velours, leather—to harmonize with every interior—best of its kind and the smartest.

Let us show you the Warren McArthur line of Aluminum Furniture. It covers a wide variety—furniture of every type for every room in the house, and designed to fit the generations now going, living and coming. It has all the necessary qualifications—good proportion, beauty, simplicity, and to-day's form—comfortable and practical.

WARREN McARTHUR CORPORATION, ROME, N.Y.
NUMBER 1538

Very new and very interesting — the Table at the left of the picture is fourteen by twenty-eight inches and is just the right height to use along side the Dulles Couch or Davenport.

NUMBER 1309

The Coffee Table, with its shiny black top, is thirty inches in diameter, and seventeen and one-half inches high.

NUMBER 1000 A-A

A grand Chair to be lazy in. It’s a real invitation to sit down and not get up. Use it anywhere you enjoy your afternoon shades — indoors or out. The weather, you know, has no effect on the Wear-Resistant Aluminum finish.

NUMBER 1581

This is the ornament of the Table group. The top is thirty inches in diameter. Nice for the large lamp, with plenty of room for magazines and a vase of your choice flowers. This Table is twenty-eight inches high.

NUMBER 1077

An Arm Chair that has every requirement for today’s modern home — good proportion, beauty, simplicity, comfort and durability — like all Wear-Resistant Aluminum Furniture.

NUMBER 1537

The new winsome Smoking Stand has a richly-colored top, and is fireproof and alkali-proof.

NUMBER 1075

Dense cushions make this Davenport luxuriously comfortable. Bending gives a smart, well-tailored appearance. The soft-waxed silver finish of the Aluminum will stay so lovely as the day you bought it, even requiring no polish.
To be modern one must have one room, or at least some corner, that is distinctly "new," and sun rooms, living rooms, and in fact all rooms, are becoming "Rooms of Beauty" with Warren McArthur Aluminum Furniture.

You will be delighted with its soft satin silver finish, which is a permanent one. Beautiful in itself, it is treated with an exclusive, patented anodic system which is literally a coat of armor. Use it any place—indoors or out. Scratches, tarnish and weather have no effect on it at all—it stays as lovely as the day you bought it, even requiring no polish. Every piece of upholstered furniture is luxuriously comfortable, and whether bridge chair or large davenport—you will like it. And you will like the stunning coverings—brilliant plaid or plain colors in every shade imaginable—blocked linens, home-spun, velours, leather—to harmonize with every interior—best of its kind and the smartest.

Let us show you the Warren McArthur line of Aluminum Furniture. It covers a wide variety—furniture of every type for every room in the house, and designed to fit the generations now going, living and coming. It has all the necessary qualifications—good proportions, beauty, simplicity, and to-day's form—comfortable and practical.
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---

NUMBER 125
NUMBER 125A
With Arms

Beautiful but substantial—for bridge or those extra chairs you're always needing when the crowd drops in, light in weight, yet they have the same strong, aluminum alloy used in airplane, dirigible and truck bodies. Large variety of coverings

---

TABLE NUMBER 1055
CHAIR NUMBER 1111

The prettiest Card Table set you've ever seen. Stunning coverings for table top and chairs. This is a set that anyone could feel proud of anywhere—and all the time. For it keeps its beautiful soft satin silver finish always

---
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